Manual Label Dispensers

Model 1100 Series Common Specifications:
• Standard roll capacity 6½” OD (Up to 11” OD w/roll lifts)
• Made of heavy-duty durable plastic
• Easy to load and thread
• Model 1100 series available with 1” or 3” core adapter
  Specify on order
  Custom sizes and colors available

Mini Label Caddy
Roll Capacity 4 ½” OD
Model MLC-175
1 ¾” Label Width

Model 1100-1
2” Label Width Capacity

Model 1100-2
4” Label Width Capacity

Model 1100-3
6” Label Width Capacity

Model 1100-4
8” Label Width Capacity

Model 1100-5
12” Label Width Capacity

Model 1100-7
16” Label Width Capacity

Model 1700
Made for multiple roll dispensing
custom made labels. Convenient
support arms provide easy installation
or replacement of individual rolls
independent of other rolls in the
dispenser. Holds up to six 1” rolls of
labels or any combination of widths to 18”. Support arms hold 1” cores
or 3” Cores with the included adapters. Maximum roll diameter is 6”.
SPECIFICATIONS:
  • 18” unit with stripper bars
  • 6” pair molded plastic support arms
  • 6 pair of 3” core adapters
  • 1 support arm assembly with end knobs
  • 1 set of two anchors and screws for wall mount

Additional arms and core adapters are available upon request

AP-65 Series
Portable handheld applicators/dispensers for direct application onto the product.
Series includes the Autotouch hand-held cordless electronic dispenser.